CASA LIDIA - OVERVIEW
Casa Lidia is a beautiful spacious villa that boasts spectacular views of Nelsons
Dockyard on the south coast of Antigua. This Balinese-inspired villa is perfect for
large families or groups looking to enjoy spectacular surroundings and only be
walking distance from the bars and restaurants of English Harbour.
The home has been beautifully constructed with materials from Bali, decorated with
Caribbean influences and finished with luxury Italian fittings -Casa Lida exudes luxury
and elegance.
Casa Lidia villa features 10 spacious and opulent bedrooms. The main villa has four
bedroom suites and ample living spaces. Two bedrooms are located on the lower level
of the property and the Asian cottages are tucked alongside the main villa. These
cottages are made of hard wood and feature four bedrooms. All the bedrooms are airconditioned and have TV’s.
Inside the main villa is a fully-equipped kitchen and a spacious living area that leads
directly out to the veranda. The main villa’s bedrooms are all master suites with kingsize beds and open sky showers. The 2 bedroom apartments on the lower level have
Mediterranean influences and also have king-size beds and en-suite bathrooms, but
also benefit from kitchenettes. The Asian cottages have king-size beds, en-suite
bathrooms and guests here can enjoy the views from a private terrace.
You will enjoy the indoor and outdoor living spaces this home has to offer. The pool
terrace is furnished with comfortable sun loungers from which you can enjoy the
scenic tropical landscape. Near to the swimming pool and terrace is a hammock

shaded by its own gazebo. Other relaxation areas include another hammock, outdoor
sofas and chairs as well as a dining table, pool gazebo with dynamic gym and yoga
space.

AMENITIES
10 bedrooms
11 bathrooms
Harbour views
Fully-equipped kitchen
Living room
Kitchenettes in apartments
All bedrooms air-conditoned
TV’s in all bedrooms
Swimming pool
Indoor and outdoor dining
WiFi
Gazebos
Gym

INCLUSIONS
Pool and Beach
Casa Lidia has a private swimming pool with views over the harbour
The nearest beach is a five minute walk away
Staff
Housekeeper six days a week
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